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(transcribe from booklet by ISC ternes@wirtschaft.tu-
ilmenau.de)

1. Renascence (from album "IO")

2. Renascence (Opera Mix) by Ernst Horn (Deine
Lakaien)

3. Renascence (Icon Mix) by Bill Leeb (Front Line
Assembly)

4. The Hint

The Hint

you criticise and analyse the others

why don't you look at yourself

you make things stop - stand still

go and dig in your own dirt

you're spitting hate and jealousy

with every word you say

it's not enough

to appreciate your own doings

to be vegetarian is only

a tiny facet of the great mosaic

tolerance is a word

which meaning seems to be locked
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away from you

so shut up

do you think you're perfect

in your preconception

do you think you're perfect

in your way of thinking

do you think you're more advanced

a level higher

ever had the lesson

what is more important

trying to hide your own failures

first try to understand

what we're saying

we're saying

out of love everything is built

better start at the bottom

the rest will come perhaps

go and dig in your own dirt

music and lyrics by Spilles, Scheuber, Nigiani

B-vocals on "The Hint" by Yorck Eysel (LLB)

used equipment for "The Hint": Akai S 3000

P.S.: piano on "The Hint" by P.S.

P.P.S.: "The Hint" is a hint

Greetings and Thanks to:

Alsheiminnger, Oeschmaster J. (Groenland brennt),
Henry W. aus D., Don "Knack" Pepe,



Lickmaster A., DDR-Bob 1 + Holzente, Frosch, Else,
Jachinke, Rent a-Fan Club, KF-1, Ray,

Birgit, Britta, Caro, Nicola, Carl Olufson, Dr. A. Nef, Olli,
Molli, Tim, Rene, Nick, Fix, Marco "The

DM", Siba, Rodney, Feli, Yorck (Groenland stirbt), M.
Materialfehler, DROG!, and YOU

Special thanks to Ernst, Juergen, Bill
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